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DIEGO

Day 1 ANTANANARIVO

On  arrival,meeting  and  transfer  to  “Panorama  hotel”***on  bed  and
breakfast.

Panorama
hotel

Day 2 DIÈGO-SUAREZ –AMBER MOUNTAIN

Diègo-Suarez is a big town that is situated on the North of Madagascar.
This town is one of few cosmopolitans of Madagascar. Despite population
diversity, that town’s local language is Malagasy. From time to time we
can hear some Malagasy expressions mixed with French ones.This unique
reserve of 18000 hectares is  situated 35 km away from Diègo-Suarez.
According to Malagasy legend, Mountain of Amber is a forbidden place.
There are some holy areas where we can ask for a blessing. Also, there
we  can  observe  magic  waterfalls,  volcanic  lakes,  endemic  creatures,
lemurs and orchid.  Picnic  lunch and return back  to the hotel  “Nature
Lodge”*** on half board.

Nature Lodge

Day 3 THE ANKARANA RESERVE

The  Ankarana  is  situated  110  km  South  from  Diègo-Suarez.  Its  area
counts  18240  hectares.  Local  climate:  tropical,  soft  rain,  average
temperature is 25 to 29 ˚C. Legendary Tsingy offer magnificent views of
calcium spears. Apart from that, there we can observe legendary grottos,
beautiful lemurs, ancient baobabs, canyons and other parts of National
Treasure. Staying in a hotel “Ankarana lodge”***on half board.

Ankarana
lodge

Day 4 ANKARANA RESERVE – DIEGO SUAREZ 
After  the  visit,drive  back  to  Diego-Suarez.Transfer  to  the
hotel.Accommodation in “L’heure Bleue Hotel”****on half board.

L’heure Bleue
Hotel

Day 5 RAMENA AND THREE BAYS

It  takes  15  minutes  to  get  there  from Diègo-Suarez.  We will  see  the
French mountain,its altitude counts 350 to 450 m. Formation of calcium of
French Mountain is more than hundred millions years old. There we can
find the plantations of baobabs and pachipodiums, many rare lemurs and
birds.Ramena is a small village of fishermen that is situated 20 km. away
from Diègo-Suarez. The best way to get there is  by  jeep,quad or by
bicycle,  because  then  you  will  be  able  to  cross  golden  sands  of  local
beach. In theSakalava Bay we can fully enjoy many sport activities such
as  diving,  windsurfing,swimming  etc.Accommodation  in  “L’heure  Bleue
hotel”****on half board.

L’heure Bleue
Hotel

Day 6 DIEGO SUAREZ – ANTANANARIVO

Transfer  to  the  airport  for  the  flight  back  to  Antananarivo.On
arrival,meeting,day use  in  the  hotel.Then,check-in  for  the  international
flight.
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Tariff per person in Euro on request

Included:

-all transfer;
-hotel in the program on half board;
-visit of parks and reserves;
-English speaking local guide;
-day use in the last day in Antananarivo;
-excursion in the program;
-VAT;
-all taxes.

Excluded:

-international flights;
-internal flights (Antananarivo-Diego-Suarez-Antananarivo): 440 euro per person;
-visa (free in charge);
-lunch, drinks, tips, personal expenditures, extra, insurance.
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